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Metastases of unknown Origin (MUO)  is a clinical challenge which 
occurs in about  3-5% of all cancers and is the fourth most common 
cause of cancer death in the UK4. Identification of the primary lesion 
is vital to predict natural progression, treatment options and 
prognosis for the patient.  
 
At our institution, patients with metastatic disease without a readily 
identifiable primary are referred to the Cancer of unknown primary 
(CUP) MDT upon which their imaging and histology are reviewed. 
 
Through our experience we note a small subset of patients referred 
to CUP MDT, upon review, were found to have an identifiable 
primary site that was not fully appreciated on initial reporting.  
 
We describe a series of cases to highlight the various imaging 
features that radiologists need to be aware of in the search for a 
primary and thus avoid delay in appropriate MDT referral and 
oncological treatment and to afford the patient the subsequent 
survival benefits. 
 
The most common radiological discrepancy was found to be 
cholangiocarcinoma. Others included pancreatic Ca, gastro-
oesophageal junction tumour, duodenal Ca, hepatocellular Ca and 
mesothelioma, all of which were confirmed on histology. 

BACKGROUND 
Case 1 

Cholangiocarcinoma: Left 
lobe liver mass was 
thought to be metastases. 
Note mild focal 
intrahepatic biliary 
dilatation(white arrow), 
narrowing of  portal vein ( 
black arrow) and porta 
hepatis lymph node mass 
(dotted line) 

Figure a     Figure b 
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Case 2 

Pancreatic Ca: 
Presented with multiple 
liver metastases.  
Figure a: Note fat 
infiltration of pancreas 
(dotted arrow). 
Figure b: Note  the 
pancreatic tail tumour 
which replaces fat 
infltrated parenchyma 
(white arrow) 

Figure a      Figure b 

Malignant Pleural 
Mesothelioma: Presented 
with left pleural effusion. 
Pleural fluid cytology showed 
malignant cells. Review of CT 
showed early mediastinal 
pleural thickening seen as a 
white outline to 
mediastinum (white arrow). 
Pleural biopsy confirmed 
mesothelioma 

Case 3 

Gastro-oesophageal junction 
Ca (GOJ Ca): Presented with 
hepatic and skeletal 
metastases. Note the 
abnormal thickening of GOJ 
(black arrow).   

Case 5 

Hepatocellular Ca (HCC): Presented with a liver lesion 
(white arrow) which was thought to be metastases on 
a background of significant weight loss. Not known to 
have liver cirrhosis. CT shows cirrhotic morphology  
with enlarged left and caudate lobes  and subtle 
capsule nodularity. Provisional diagnosis of HCC was 
considered at the MDT.  Biopsy was not possible as 
patient was not fit for any intervention. But high 
blood levels of AFP was found which was supportive 
of HCC. 

Case 4 

Duodenal Ca: Presented with metastatic pleural disease. There is a 
mass lesion abutting third part duodenum & uncinate process of 
pancreas (black arrow). It is isodense with pancreas and duodenum. 
Note partial encasement of coeliac axis (dotted arrow). Possibility of 
pancreatic or duodenal primary was suggested at the MDT. Duodenal 
Ca was confirmed on endoscopy and histology 

Figure b 
Figure a             TEACHING POINTS 

 
• A thorough search for a primary site of malignancy should be made before labelling 

a case as metastases of unknown primary. 
 

• Presence of intrahepatic biliary dilatation distal to a liver mass, presence of portal or 
hepatic vein narrowing, liver capsule retraction and delayed central enhancement 
are all features in favour  of intrahepatic cholangiocarcinoma than  metastases.  
 

• In fat infiltrated pancreas, focal replacement of fat infiltrated parenchyma by soft 
tissue density should raise suspicion of an abnormality and needs evaluation to look 
for underlying malignancy. 
 

• Normal mediastinal pleura is not seen on CT. In early malignant pleural 
mesothelioma subtle mediastinal pleural thickening can be appreciated as a thin 
white outline to mediastinum.  
 

• Do not miss duodenal or pancreatic head or uncinate process lesions which are 
isodense to pancreas and duodenum.  Signs of mass effect, vascular involvement 
and fat infiltration would help identify the lesion. 
 

• A lesion in cirrhotic liver needs evaluation for HCC before being labelled as 
metastases. Do not miss features of liver cirrhosis on CT. 
 

• Evaluate GOJ for any abnormal thickening in the search for a primary especially in 
the presence of enlarged regional lymphnodes and liver metastases. 

Case 6 


